We welcome the renewal of Harold Criswell. Thanks.

Three dimes (30¢) enclosed in an envelope and mailed to RADEX, 148 Copley Ave., Teaneck, N.J. will bring you a copy of latest RADEX. RADEX is now on white paper with revised station index for SW-Broadcast & FM.

December 13 1941

DATE----CALL--LOCATION------EX CALENDAR--KCS---CLUB------TIME ALL EST--
DEC 16 CKVD Val D'Or  Que 1230 GNSWLC  2:00 - 3:00 AM
16 YNJP Leon Nicaragua 1530 NNRC  3:00 - 4:00 AM
16 YNJAT Leon Nicaragua  5758 NNRC  3:00 - 4:00 AM
 17 WCOB Yarmouth Mass 1240 GNSWLC  2:00 - 4:00 AM
 19 WLAW Lawrence Mass  580 GNSWLC  2:00 - 4:00 AM
 19 KFNF Shandonia Iowa  920 WDAX  3:00 - 4:00 AM
*19 WFTG Sumter S.C. 1340 N R C  4:00 - 5:00 AM
*20 KTNM Tucumcari N.M. 1400 N R C  3:00 - 4:00 AM
 22 CMHK Cruces Cuba  1380 NNRC  3:00 - 4:00 AM
 26 CMKS Guantanamo Cuba  900 NNRC  2:00 - 3:00 AM
 26 CMES Havana Cuba  950 NNRC  3:00 - 4:00 AM
 29 KVCV Redding Calif 1230 N R C  5:00 - 6:00 AM
JAN 12 KNET Palestine Texas 1450 N R C  4:35 - 4:50 AM
13 YV6RE Barcelona Venezuela 1050 N R C  3:00 - 4:00 AM
13 YV6RE Barcelona Venezuela  3450 N R C  3:00 - 4:00 AM

A construction permit has been issued for a new station on 930 kilocycles with 1000 watts, daytime only to the Tar Heel Broadcasting System in Washington, North Carolina.

Stations KFDY and KAWN have been deleted. What Jack Gardner sent follows.

Until further notice, the Commission has CANCELLED ALL monitoring schedules by broadcasting stations here to fore maintained after midnight hrs for the purpose of checking frequency stability of such stations. This was done in order that full use may be made of broadcasting stations for defense purposes. Previously each station was required to maintain silence during periods after midnight so that frequencies of stations sharing the same channel could be monitored effectively. By F C C.

Well boys it looks as if the FCC checks will be finished for a while but dont be too disappointed as all stations dont stay on all night and we still can look for that thrill of sharing a new one now and then. As you all know some of these hard to get stations do pip thru every once in a while so we can at least try. I dont think the West coast stations will remain silent too often as they were all on last night (Dec 11th at 12:30 AM or rather the morning of Dec 12th. Lets keep our reports coming in if you have anything at all to report. There iant any use in kidding ourselves that DX wont suffer but we are not going to let our swell hobby die with out even trying. We are now all asking why reports we have out are not verified. Well if you will check back you will find that every season has brought a certain period when the same condition existed so dont be too concerned as I am sure it will take a turn for better. Now keep those reports coming and lets not just fold up without putting our efforts to work. We might all be surprised at results.

If any of you fellows feel as if it is foolish to try to verify why not take that money and "BUY US DEFENSE SAVING STAMPS" and help our UNCLE SAM.
NATIONAL RADIO CLUB DX NEWS

AL BARTHOLOMEW-BRADFORD N.Y. DX is of course out and maybe for the rest of the season with the net-works on. Our Country first and foremost. Had good DX since last report up till Sunday. CX16 and HJCU caught evening of the 3rd esaily; KGBS-WDAK-WGGA on tests the 4th; CMAC on the 6th-FB on NNRC special; WMPS heard after tussel 6:06-6:18 sign off. Only thing definite were station announcements. 23 reports now out and only one back a dandy letter verie from KF6B who said, Began operations August 19th & have had 7 reports from New Zealand their most distant. Also said my report is the only one they received from NY state-Boy. Guess I got a scoop on that one. Wonder if this war will hold up our delinquent veries as well end DX. (Don't be saying those things AL, we all should keep it up and not give up with out trying-Ray)

PAT REILLEY-JAMESTOWN N.Y. A small world we have, the older veries of 38 and 39 carry the signature of C L EANS, manager, today the same Chauncey Eanes is advertising manager on the paper I work on. WATW signed by Dave Page announcer; WWIN had a reprint enclosed about their DX but my name wasn't mentioned in it. (Hey Pat you have to report to have that Hi-Ray) CKNB by Stan Chapman, manager; WEIM had nice DX but static lousy; Heard WGGA on a test on the 27th and went off at 3:21 AM.

WEL OLIVER-HOUSTON TEXAS On account of severe cold etc have done little listening past 10 days but have received veries from KPUO-KPLC-WINN-WOR and WTMV. Got up two nights this week, but with all stations remaining on nothing much heard; KGBS was helping enforce blackout of Harlingen and Brownsville early this morning. Regarding XEB they announce reports will be verified if sent to Apartado 7944, Mexico City, but my report of 10/29 is still unanswered. Others overdue are KARK-KGBS-WSAME-WAIT-WCOMI-KGFP and KBTW. Was unable to act as organizer of RADEX CLUBS in this area as requested by Melvin Fisher, due to increased activity in the volunteer fire-dept of Bellaire, the suburb of Houston in which I live. Hope someone else here will be able to handle it though.

HAROLD CRISWELL-LEWISBURY PENN Returned to work Monday night after being off 39 nights, won't be able to DX much now that I am working 12 hours a night and 5 and 6 nights a week. Reception improved some and on 11/20 heard KFWC check 3-3:30; WJZM at 3:30 with weekly check; 3:30 also WSEP and WBLF at 4:25; 11/22 WWPG on initial test and every morning since up to Dec 1st. On reg sked 12/1 at 8 AM; WLAU at 4 AM and another one on same freq but didn't announce; KBFD at 4-4:30; WKW at 4:30 and WJHO; 11/23 WAOV at 2AM; WBOC at 3AM; 11/24 WEDC announced WEIM program and WEIM splendid DX came in good; 11/25 WCOP good at times; WCED good at 4AM; KAND on check; 11/26 KBIZ fairly good sometimes almost drowned out by WEDC; WBOC at 3AM; WAOV at 3:30 and CFCH at 3:30 badly QRMed at times KPOW at 4:15 about half as strong as with reg check 4th Wed 4-4:30 AM those who need them should try as their signal is remarkably strong. At 5 WBLJ drowning WITH; 11/27 WMAN at 2AM; WLOG off at 2:30; CFCH off 3:15 WJZM at 3:30; 11/28 KROS at 2:38; WHOP 3:30; 12/1 WDEF at 4AM. received veries from WNY-CKRB-KXOK-WRNN-KWFC-WWPG-WEIM-KPOW-KROS-WDEF. WRNN has nice card with unusually large blue letters. Veries coming in slow.

JOHN CURGAN-PHILADELPHIA PENN Have not done a great deal off DXing since Oct 1st have logged and verified the following WDAK-KWAT-WJMA-WBML-CKCO CHLN-CKRN-WKMO-WWPG-HJAN and these have already verified, WATW-WHLN-WKWK WEIM-WIWC-WWPR-WJZM-WWDC-CKTB a honey, beautiful card and letter-KDTH-WGAA a definite verie now-CFOS-WAIB-WNY-WRNN-WISR-WMRC thru mess on 1490. No sound from WMIS and missed KBIZ entirely. (John verie from WJMA will eventually come. If they dont send them out we will. Dick Cooper printed the veries for them and he kept out some just in case so sit tight and eventually we will have it. (Tnks for the other kind words-Ray)
FRED BORCHERT-D-MILWAUKEE WISC. A short turn across the bands and we have latest reports out to WAPI-KATR-WTIC-WMOA-KAII-KEH-WGAR-KSL-KLO XENT-XL0. Station believed to be WC0U logged thru 3 or 4 other stations KBIC put on a FB program and over rode WEDO most of the time. I'm still looking forward to some cold weather as the static is still bad. Carroll Seth's poetry is really nice so keep it up O.M. I'm still after XELAW (Woo-Hoo) (Thanks Fritz for keeping the Milwaukee gang awake)

JOE BECKER-HAMILTON OHIO New ones hrd here are WLDS-XEF-CMAC-HJCU-WMIS-XEH. Was up early Monday AM but did not tarry long at the dial, too many stations with war news. WGOU-WMOG-WMFM fine business on lst Thursday. Any one writing to Joseph Jr., at Camp Shelby, address is now Corporal Joe Becker, which means a little more spending money for the son. (Congratulations to him Joe-Ray) I have a nice bunch of Spicks out for verification but no veries, XEAI-XEBP-XEBZ-XESM-XEPJ-TIXD-XEMC and XEB-XEF-XEH who have not had time to answer. At times WMIS care thru swell but WJBK strong until 6 then WOPJ the rest of the way until WMIS signed off. CMAC care thru in plenty good style.

DAVID THOMAS-SHOCTORVILLE OHIO Dear Pop dont ever give up hope for delinquent veries-KF6(all call on card) verified for report 2 years ago. I even forgot about sending it, and last but not least KV0S for a report on Jan 3 1934, Yes 1934 when using 100w on 1200; 12/4 WIGN 2:40-3:03 AM. All Van Nostrand stations hrd as sked except WCRS and KLUF(WJZM on KLUF time. KGBS fine thru WEDC-WMOG-WMFM over rode twin pests WWAS-WJBK nicely. WIGN 4:15-4:30; 12/6 CMAC Q5 R8 on NNRC DX 2:40-3:38; WNCN 2:4-3AM HJCU on 720 kcs; HJCU on 4.355 kcs with dedication to Geary on goodwill program was fine-HJCU on 720 fine 11:20-11:45 PM Q4 R8; while on 4.355kc was Q5 R9 at all times 11-11:52 PM; Program dedication at 11:10PM; 12/7 XEH at 6AM on new freq 1420 kcs Q5 R9 fine signal; WMIS 5:15-6:15 AM was poor thru WWAS-WJBK and WOPJ; Now since all the networks CB-C-AMS-Red and Blus and all others are on all nights with NEWS from war try and get some new stations.

BOB BROWN-GOSHEN IND Recent veries are WPRA-WKBW-XEFO-WMRS and WCOP. The letter head of XEFO's still gives their freq as 940; TIEP & OAX4A were very strong Saturday night and signed off at midnight. TIPG was on till 12:30 AM. XECE was testing their new xmitter and freq was 983 instead of 680 or 1340 kcs. XEU was on 960 as listed and XEF was hrd; CFCT was very weak and was mistaken for an Aussie. For 1st time in weeks Aussies were showing fair strength on Sunday morning 12/7, 3GI hrd 5:44-5:58 AM and 2CY-44S-2NR-4Gc and the YA's were readable. Received a letter from Russell Lacey of Palmerston, North New Zealand and the dope he sends on the stations appear elsewhere in this bulletin. He mentions that Radio Pacifique Noumea is now on 560 and operates from 2:30-3:15 AM EST. He says the easteners cover the band after the Aussies sign off.

GRANT BATSON-WESTFIELD N Y Well since Sunday I guess DX is going to be lessen but I will stick to the dials as you will never know when a new one will pop through. Only 5 reports out last week, one was to WHLN NRC program. 12/6 HJCN plowed a track a mile wide on 11.90 from 8:16 to 9:16 PM Q4 R9 plus; 12/7 XEPH on 1420 5:04-5:32 Q4 R8; 12/8 WWSR on 1420 with NRC program Q4 R9 with swell Ernie Cooper script on the N R C Veries. Plenty this past week, cards from KFBI-WOSU and letters WMEI-CJIC-WEDU-WRUF-WREO-WABC-KWJB and KILO only leave out the I and its KLO HJCU hrd behind WGN but not enough to report. Holdouts are CKCO-Ckrn-CHLN-WTAW-WRR-KY5O-HJAR-WISR-KBIC. WIGN refuses to verify report of Mar 21st. (Grant WTAH verified rpt of Nov 12th in 5 days, signed by Bob Shuffler chief operator. No verie from CJIC here and CKNB only station to verify from the bunch of Canadians that were on for the NNRC-Ray)
ERNEST COOPER-BROOKLYN N Y No veries received this week at all. 12/1 I thought I had something on 810 but it turned out to be an image of WNEW. 12/4 WLDS caught testing with deep fade, they faded completely at times and then in to an R7. WQGA re-logged and wrote them again. WGRM was on from 4AM-4:25 evidently the engineer got his dates mixed—that is their sked for the SECOND Wed. 12/5 CKTB had an absolutely tremendous signal on 1550 kcs at 4AM. I thought it was WXJ testing until I heard their announcement. WHLN hrd on dedication, they gave us a good plug for a freq check. For the 1st 5 minutes some carrier messed them up and distorted them terribly. WNOE could be hrd easily behind them altho WILN was R8. CMAC in clear and easily logged altho only R4-5; 12/6 WMBF logged in the evening; 12/7 Over-slept on my WMIS program-drat the luck; 12/8 WWSR received with QRM from WFCI; WHK was on all night but I believe they stood by for WWSR. The engineer did a good job of reading for me. I have asked to have him repeat next month when we hope that the war will not be so urgent that networks will have to be on all night. "And the Star-Spangled Banner, Oh long may it wave! "O'er the Land of the Free, and the Home of the Brave."

LEN KRUSE-DUBUQUE IOWA DXing was fair out here in Iowa the past week, up to and including Sunday morning 12/7, well that's enough said everyone knows the rest. 12/3 WDLB hrd with freq ck 3:55-4:10 also WSKB 3:40-3:55 WGAU also on check; 12/4 WROL came thru R9 with DX program; WNOG-KGBS-WDAD new stations logged. WJZW informed DXers that they are a little slow in replying but will definitely verify reports. 12/5 CBK came in with R8 sig with their DX program; KMTR could not be heard although it was ideal weather during that period, a thank you card sent; CKTB testing new xmitter on new freq of 1550 kcs with R9; 12/6 WHLN special for club hrd with QRM from WNOE at 2:30; KOB 1st test on new freq 770; 12/7 WLDS a new station in Jacksonville III with equipt test 2AM, took the air officially on 12/9; KPO special DX 4-7 AM and KOKO with test 4-4:45. XEF hrd with DX program and announced that these programs on every Sunday from 2-7 AM and will send both veries and a souvenier of Old Mex. WMIS had PB call for club although QRM from WJBK, sig R6; WMIN on every Sun until 6AM. WAKR-WSPA-WAPO-KMMJ new stations logged. Try for this freq ck KORE 2nd Tues on Mon 6:05-6:20 AM. Received a nice certificate of verification from WQAQ, cards in envelopes from WSCO-KTSM and cards from WLOG-WMAN-DECED-KALB. (Len I checked CFCO but not on with DX tip program as sked.-Ray) (OK on other DX program)

ELDON ADDY-MARCUS IOWA Since my last report have added the following stations, reports to WJZW-XEP-XEP-WHLN fir thru WNOE, KWFT-WDAD and another crack at KNJ (me too) and WMIS Q2 R6 thru WJBK. Only verie from KPOW, guess I'm like Pop and Kenny Page. They just don't come in. Reception has been terrible until Friday when it turned cold. Did anyone hear KMTR for sure? I parked on their freq for over 2 hours and not a whisper except for a station testing its carrier once in a while. On 590 KGMB was R6. Sunday morn was good for TP's, following hrd 1YA-4YA-2XC-3AR pushed WIP clear off the map, 2NR-2GB and numerous others.

JIM WEDEWER-DYERSVILLE IOWA DX rotten and didn't do much of it. Listened to news flashes most of the time. Veries received are CBM-KSJC-WATR. Gee they are coming slow here. My delinquents are WKAQ-WNLE-WPRA-XEG-KEFC-KEMC-XEC-CBEC-KRJS-KWBEV-CKIBI and others. I would send XEAW & XENT but dont know if it should be Dallas or Mexico. (I sent mine to Dallas-Rey) Hrd XEFO-HJAN very well. HJCV on 4355 kcs put on 100% PB program on 6th and played "God Bless America" at 11:43 PM. It was Q4 R8. KMTR too weak & noisy on 12/5 & WMIS weak under R9 WJBK. CMAC not hrd. WHLN R7-8. Radio very noisy. See I am high in BCB contest but am slowing down (cont page 5)
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JIM WEBBER Cont darn it. I XEF hr at s/off 5:30 Sun AM. Stations on all AM during 8th and 9th but signals weaker than usual. WSVA too weak on 12/3. I didn't get up for any others but will try for CFAC-CFRN and that dandy from Nicaragua. 

DON BARNES—ST. ONGE, SDAKOTA Report this week must be quite short, account not much DXing done. Jack Rabbit season in full swing and too much hunting at night. 12/4 KGBS test 2:48; KVCV reg sked at 3AM; 3ZB reg sked at 4AM; 4ZB 4:37; 1ZB 4:51; 3YA 5:05; 4ZB 5:08; 2YC 5:29. All heard with strength above R4 but only first 4 reported. 12/6 KXO reg sked at 6:38 veries received KVEC-KPhO; TIBAS heard here regularly as is OAX4A-HJCE-TIPE and an unknown on 1444, can anyone help on this? Hope to better this report next week. 

NORM MAGUIRE—ALBUQUERQUE, NM. Told you fellows I had heard only one Aussie but that is over now. On Sun morn I was listening to JOAK-2 on their English newscast; they told about seeing no alternative except to take action, this came at 4 AM MST then at 4:30 a violent speech was made in Japanese which sounded as if they were sure giving one heck. Energy of that, besides JOAK2, JOAK1 was coming in well. 1YA-2YA were both copied from Aussie heard and copied easily 2CR-2BH-3WV-2FC-4QW-2NH-4ZB-3LO-4TO and 2CY; 3CI also hrd but not copied, Wonder if it would be worth sending them reports. (I would try it-Ray) (OK on your plans now but what ever you decide or can do will be OK-Ray) 

LEO HER2—Reports sent out to WXY—WNKAX and WOW and received veries from CEM-CBV-WAKR-WTJS-KGF-CBO and WKY. Nothing much more on DX here. 

ERIC BRISTOW—CHICAGO, III. I didn't hear any tests at all and nothing else except that all stations are on. Reports still out to WEVD-WKOK—WNBEX— WZVE—WVVA—WAPI—WAIT—WTRA—WPAA—WBAP—WMS8—KOB—KGL—KHO—KOC—CMCK—WHS8—WEXL—WIS8—KF6—KPYO—KGIW—KRI—KFJC and verie from CKLW. 

Dope from Bob Brown; 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Power</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Signal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RW69</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>10 kw Khabarovsk</td>
<td>Siberia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RW52</td>
<td>556</td>
<td>2kw Tchita</td>
<td>Siberia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RW32</td>
<td>635</td>
<td>10kw Vladivostok</td>
<td>Siberia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RW50</td>
<td>617</td>
<td>Oussk-Abakan</td>
<td>Siberia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZEK</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>2kw Hong Kong</td>
<td>China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EQA</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>2kw Teheran</td>
<td>Iran</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Also states RW69 puts strong signal into NZ and XPRA also strong. 

QUESTIONS and ANSWERS 

Day Thomas still is looking for the QRA of XBBX—Bank Of Mexico. WHAT SAY 350: On Dec 1st what sta from KOA s/off till 3:47 AM when it left the air with out announcing. Announcer had very noticable Eng. accent? Program consisted of opera records and an Rz, not heard since. 

1220—XEB—Box 7944—Mex City D.F. Also El Buen Tono Apartado 79-44 

1260—XEL is station behind or over WOL 

1310—What Spick on here Sun AM 12/7 from 4 on. It wasn't a Mexican. 

1380—XENM on this freq, on occasionally in early AM's. 

1420—XEF & XEH both on here. What sta was on 12/5 from 3:00 - 3:35 AM 

1444—Can anyone tell who this station is on this freq? 

1470—XEMM is behind KXYZ 

1590—XEMC on all night on this freq. 

CMHK— Address reports to Virgilio Villanueva-Prop; Estacion Radio Difusora C M H K; Apartado # 79; Cruces, Cuba. / Guantanao, Cuba. 

CMKS—Report to Candido Savon Suarez-Radio Emisora CMKS-Apartado 98. 

CMBZ—Report to Manuel A Salas, Dir Radio Salas CMBZ—Havana Cuba. 

YV5RE-YV5RC-report to Sr. Luis J Arreaza Almenar, Director.
EDWARD WyMAN-HORNELL, N.Y. Not much done in the line of DX for some time back. I have reports out to KTOH(second)-CBS-MIS-WSR-WHLN-WJJB.Veries in from CJIC-KTOH. Boy was W4BI a tough nut to crack, altogether I don't think I heard over 15 minutes of the whole program because of W4SW & WJJB, knocking them out. (You did better that I did as I didn't hear enough to even try to send a report-Ray). W4SR had an interesting program this AM. (Your question on 350 kcs is listed in the Q & A section). W4JN just refuses to DX Eu and there is nothing we can do about it. W4MIA tests 2nd Saturday on 1450 kcs from 5:20-5:35 AM; W4MP tests on the 2nd Friday from 5:15-5:30 AM on 1340 kc. W4WPG tests 2nd Thursday on 1240 kcs from 5:40-5:55 AM. You will probably have to wait a while before hearing these tests because the FCC has just cancelled these. Ray.

Thanks for calling my errors on W4SR. I do make them often but hope no one did miss it on my account.

POP RIDGE-BUFFALO N.Y. Well since last report have reported to W4OL-WLDS-KWAT and W4SR. Only veries received are, W4KAQ and W4BLJ, both for reports out some time. W4OL said they would verify by return mail, well it is now 6 days and still no verie. CJIC has verified for some but mine is still among the missing as is also W3PAM. Hold outs are W4JMA who will verify eventually-XEID-W4AR-W4OU-W4HJ-W4LC-K4OH-CHIN-WAYX-KPAM-CXRN-CXIC-CXCO-W4COX-W4JSW-W4GR-W4SR-4ROD-WLDS-KWAT-W4SR and another report to KMJ. Oh well I will be always looking for one of them to come in.

Have received no report from W4MYPY KALMBACH of KENNY PAGE, wonder if they too are looking for veries. W4MYPY might be in hiding though because a rumour has it that certain persons found a MEAT GRINDER in the rear of HIS auto. I am wondering if that had anything to do with the skeletons of the GRADE A COWS that were found near his home. Then there is a lad called JUNIOR CARBERRY. He seems to be among the missing also but we do know he is working and attending school at night. Well this will be accepted as an excuse but he should come to life once in a while.

\[\text{NBC+CRG+FOREIGN+BCG CONTEST}\]

| Jack Siringer | HJCO-YV4RA | 6 points |
|Steve Mann | HJAR | 3 points |
| Bob Brown | --- | 0 points |

Frank Wheeler | YV4RA | 3 points |

Manager Jack Siringer says that all should enter this contest not later than Dec 31st even if they do not have any points at present. The reason is that you might get veries after that date and then it will be too late to count them unless you have already sent in your name as a contestant. So send in your name now even if you have no points at present.

A little rememberance, if you intend giving an XMAS present to one of your DX friends why not make him or her a present of a years membership to the NRC. You will be remembered 34 times during the year, each time they receive their bulletin. It certainly would be appreciated and yet it would not be too expensive for you.

To those who have received a few days late, here is a line from a letter received from John Curgan in Philadelphia. He says that he receives his bulletin every Monday morning with one exception and that time it arrived on Monday afternoon. This is another example showing that any bulletin received late is not caused by any delay going out of Buffalo. The club again will do what was done last season, that is buy a gift to give the 2 fellows who alternate each Staturday at the P.O. handling your bulletin. You can be assured this has helped keeping your bulletin on time.-Ray.

Well boys every thing is again cleaned up and nothing remains. So long till next week.
NATIONAL RADIO CLUB SHORT WAVE NEWS
December 13 1941
EDITOR-Fred Van Voorhees-3445 Stettinius Ave., Cincinnati Ohio. TIME ES

Sorry fellows but no reports reached me in time for this bulletin, it will be double next week. I am settled so please send reports to the above address. Fred. A few reports came to club HQ and they are listed. Sorry that there were not more.-Ray. PLEASE SEND YOUR REPORTS NOW TO THE ABOVE ADDRESS, and lets see this section back to normal next week FREQ CALL REMARKS

3390 YV4RK Maracay, Venezuela "Radio Maracay" a new station heard evenings till 9:30 PM. (Roger Legge-Binghamton N.Y.)

4855 HJCA Bogota, Colombia "Radio Cristal" heard nightly till 10 or 11 PM The Dec 6th broadcast dedicated to Kermit Gordon heard well at 11:10 PM over both HJCA and HJCU 720 kcs. (Legge)

6032 OAX4J Lima, Peru, news in Spanish at 10 PM. English program 10:30 to 11 PM. (Grant Batson-Westfield NY) This is listed as OAX4Z.

6110 GSL London, England. To North America from 4:15 to 11:45 PM (BBC)

6130 ZFY Georgetown, British Guiana signing on at 5:40 AM 12/5. Their signal was 4-5 R6-8. Have 15 minutes of recorded music then news at 6 AM. (Bob Brown-Goshen Ind)

7320 ORJ London heard K9 at 11:30 PM in Hindustani for the forces in the Middle East. (Legge)

3950 COCQ Havana, Cuba, verifies promptly by card picturing Xmitter(Batson)

9030 CGBZ Havana, Cuba "Radio Silas" verify by card showing photographic views of studio etc., news in Spanish at 7PM. (Batson)

9580 GSC London broadcasts to N America daily 4:15 to 11:45 PM. (BBC)

9590 VIL-10 Sydney, Australia replaced VU4G on the 7:25-8:05 AM transmission to East North America, effective Dec 8th. Probably will not be used long since there is bad QRN from VU4G. (Legge)

11721 ZPAZ Asuncion, Paraguay, "Radiodifusora de la Telico Paraguayano" new station heard R6 Dec 7th from 7-7:40 PM. Signed till 7AM (6:37 AM EST). Relays ZP10, Radio Guarani. This is the freq formerly occupied by ZP14 of Villarrica. (Legge)

11940 ??? Unidentified, believed to be Shanghai, heard at 7 PM with news in English. Identification wanted. (Legge)

14900 KAY Manila, P.I. heard R6 at 6PM with news relay to NBC. (Legge)

15115 R--- Kubyshev, USSR heard 6:45-7:55 PM in English. Announces "This is Kubyshev calling! You are listening to Radio Centre Kubyshev" (Legge)

45900 --- The Baltimore Radio Show Inc., was granted a construction permit for a new FM broadcast station to operate on this freq.

If FREQ, Fortaleza, Coara is reported again please note that the above is correct spelling of its location. In recent weeks various assorted versions of the spelling have been printed. (Tanks Roger, me being not a SW listener I am apt to spell it and others wrong. So we will try to keep it and others right. I know that correct spelling on these SW should be correct especially for those sending for verities.-Ray)

NOTICE TO FRED VAN VOORHEES- Here are the veries reported to me, I am not going to list the SW contest but will leave that for you next week. Roger Legge reports veries from CR6RG-XG8-FFZ-ZFY-PUS-MTV6-PPY, Saigon (6135)-K7GN-K7BF-NY1AE-K4HRR-C25BP-T15JO-T15JJ-T150LL-T16HS-NC2KB-C2A2X-YV5RX-YV4AX-C08MC-LU8DH. For the contest.

Grant Batson reports veries from, COCQ and CGBZ.

Remember a special DX program for the NRC from YY6RC-3450 kcs from Barcelona, Venezuela on January 13 1942. Arranged by Steve Mann. REPORT.

REMEMBER SLOAN YOUR SHORT WAVE REPORTS TO FRED VAN VOORHEES-3445 STETTINIUS AVE, CINCINNATI OHIO, STARTING RIGHT NOW. Several members suggested omitting rpts from Japan-Germany-Italy. I called FBI & FCC and its still OK to publish them.